Intensified chemotherapy for childhood lymphoblastic leukemia: modifications and results of induction treatment in St. Jude Study XI.
The value of intensified chemotherapy for improving event-free survival rates in childhood lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is now widely accepted among leukemia therapists. Still to be determined are (1) the optimal method of intensification, (2) the subset or subsets of patients for whom such treatment may be excessive, and (3) whether or not cure rates in ALL can be further improved by alternative approaches to intensification. St. Jude Total Therapy Study XI, based on predictions of the Goldie-Coldmand model of drug resistance, addresses some of these questions by use of rotational "non-cross-resistant" drug pairs throughout the course of therapy. A new method of risk classification has been developed to refine distinctions among prognostic subgroups, especially to identify patients with biologically unfavorable ALL. Unacceptable toxicity noted in the first 134 children enrolled in this study led to two protocol modifications. One hundred thirty-two patients have been treated subsequently without undue toxicity. The treatment is now being delivered safely. Our early experience with this regimen demonstrates some of the hazards of intensive multidrug combination treatment, but gains in leukemia control appear to justify this approach.